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If you are about to climb Kili, have ever dreamed of climbing Kili, or have wondered whether you would
even be able to climb Kili, then this book will give you a glimpse into the seven days of heaven and hell that
await you.

A Walk in the Park is the story of a couple’s attempt to climb Mount Kilimanjaro. This couple isn’t a pair of
superfit outdoorsy types, they are the sort of people you might chat to in your local pub or find messing
about in the park on a summer’s day. They like a bit of fun and climbing Kilimanjaro sounded pretty cool.
Well, it seemed that way to him. She wanted to go on safari.

The book starts as the couple land in Africa and describes each step of the journey up and down the
mountain. Through an engaging and entertaining read it covers most aspects of the trip, including what to
wear, how fit you have to be, what to eat, what equipment you need to take, the effects of altitude sickness,
how to deal with porters (and how not to), and the emotional and physical stresses along the way and
ultimately what really made a difference on the climb.

Here are extracts from some of the reviews.

“I am seriously considering the Kilimanjaro Trek this year and started my research with this book. I could
not have started with a better guide.”

“essential reading”

“I was rooting for them to get to the top, especially his girlfriend!”

“The book does a good job of addressing many the questions and concerns someone thinking of this climb
might have”

“very useful tips for the climb”

“I wanted an insight to kili while preparing for a trip. This is the best book I've read in advance, both
enjoyable and informative. Unfortunately not something I can say about many of the other kili books out
there!”

“there were times I laughed out loud”

“I definitely recommend this book if you're going to attempt to summit Kili.”
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From reader reviews:

Jean McFerren:

The book A Walk In The Park make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your
capable considerably more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting strain or having big
problem with your subject. If you can make reading a book A Walk In The Park to get your habit, you can
get more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects. It is
possible to know everything if you like wide open and read a reserve A Walk In The Park. Kinds of book are
several. It means that, science guide or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this
reserve?

Richard Stratton:

The particular book A Walk In The Park has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you
can get a lot of help. The book was compiled by the very famous author. This articles author makes some
research before write this book. That book very easy to read you can get the point easily after reading this
book.

Melissa Gusman:

This A Walk In The Park is great e-book for you because the content which can be full of information for
you who always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it facts
accurately using great organize word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but hard
core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having A Walk In The Park in your hand like finding
the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no publication that offer you world
within ten or fifteen small right but this reserve already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Hey
Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that?

Anna Baron:

A lot of book has printed but it is different. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It
is named of book A Walk In The Park. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed
book, it can add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most significant that, you must
aware about reserve. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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